Introduction {#sec1-0300060519828510}
============

Patients with some benign liver or biliary diseases are very likely to undergo repeated abdominal surgeries during their lifetimes due to the developments in surgical technology and increasing life expectancy, and this phenomenon is expected to increase in the future.^[@bibr1-0300060519828510]^ It is reported that as many as 10% of patients undergoing general surgeries are having repeat operations.^[@bibr1-0300060519828510],[@bibr2-0300060519828510]^ Reoperation for some patients with a history of abdominal surgery is challenging because adhesiolysis leads to increased operation time, increased incidence of bowel injury, increased intraoperative blood loss and incidence of postoperative incisional hernia formation.^[@bibr3-0300060519828510]^ Furthermore, postoperative mortality and healthcare costs are increased.^[@bibr4-0300060519828510]^

With the development of computer technology, computer-assisted medicine has become a new direction in surgery. Currently, computers are being used during preoperative evaluations and to prepare a precise surgical plan, leading to safer and less invasive surgical procedures.^[@bibr5-0300060519828510],[@bibr6-0300060519828510]^ Thus, computer-assisted surgery is able to decrease postoperative complications and risks.^[@bibr6-0300060519828510]^ This case report describes the retrospective assessment of the application of computer-assisted incision planning in a patient that had previously undergone repeated abdominal surgeries.

Case report {#sec2-0300060519828510}
===========

A 53-year-old female patient had been suffering from a cystic mass in the liver for 16 years and had undergone four previous surgical treatments. On 20 August 2017, the patient presented at the Department of Liver Surgery, West China Hospital, Sichuan University, Chengdu, Sichuan Province, China with abdominal distension and a recurrent cyst was diagnosed. A physical examination revealed multiple surgical scars on the abdomen and the abdominal wall associated with the scars was thin and weak. A computed tomography (CT) scan showed a multiple cystic mass in the liver that was approximately 15 × 12 cm ([Figure 1](#fig1-0300060519828510){ref-type="fig"}). The mass was close to the abdominal wall and adhesions were suspected. The initial surgical plan was to remove the cystic mass using an open approach. Upon consideration of the special situation of the abdominal wall, the ideal incision needed to avoid the adhesive bowel, cystic wall and weak areas of the abdominal wall in order to prevent bowel injury, postoperative wound dehiscence, incisional hernia formation and other postoperative complications. Therefore, the surgical team decided to use a computer-assisted three-dimensional reconstruction technique to plan the most appropriate surgical incision in advance.

![A 53-year-old female patient had been suffering from a cystic mass in the liver for 16 years and had undergone four previous surgical treatments. The patient presented with abdominal distension and a recurrent cystic mass was diagnosed. Enhanced computed tomography scan images showing the cystic mass (white arrows) in the liver at different transverse levels.](10.1177_0300060519828510-fig1){#fig1-0300060519828510}

The surgical team used CT scan images of the patient to reconstruct a three-dimensional model of the cystic mass, the weak area of the abdominal wall, the bowel area close to the abdominal wall, the skeletal structure and the whole abdominal contour using Mimics software version 15.0 (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) ([Figures 2a--2e](#fig2-0300060519828510){ref-type="fig"}). Then all of the three-dimensional models were superimposed upon each other to reveal the relationship between the weak area of the abdominal wall, the cystic mass and the adhesive bowel, so that the incision site could be selected to avoid the abdominal wall weakness and bowel adhered to the abdominal wall ([Figure 2f](#fig2-0300060519828510){ref-type="fig"}). Then the actual abdominal incision site was selected by overlaying the three-dimensional model images over the patient\'s abdominal contour image ([Figures 2g--2h](#fig2-0300060519828510){ref-type="fig"}).

![A computer-assisted three-dimensional reconstruction technique was used to plan the most appropriate surgical incision in advance of the actual surgery in a 53-year-old female patient who had been diagnosed with a recurrent cystic mass. (a) Cystic mass in the liver; (b) weak area of the abdominal wall; (c) bowel adhesion to the abdominal wall; (d) skeletal reconstruction used for positioning; (e) reconstruction of the abdominal contour; (f) images of the cystic mass, weak area of the abdominal wall, bowel adhesive area, bones and contour of the abdomen were all superimposed upon each other to help with the selection of the optimal surgical incision point; (g) overlay of image F onto the patient\'s actual abdominal contour picture; (h) the surgical incision point that was selected for surgery. The colour version of this figure is available at: <http://imr.sagepub.com>.](10.1177_0300060519828510-fig2){#fig2-0300060519828510}

The surgical team opened the abdomen through the incision that had been planned using the computer-assisted three-dimensional models. The incision went approximately 3cm through subcutaneous and muscular tissue. Intraoperative exploration revealed some small intestine adhered to the abdominal wall. The incision just avoided the area of abdominal wall weakness and the intestinal adhesion. The incision healed well without any wound infection and no incisional hernia developed postoperatively ([Figure 3](#fig3-0300060519828510){ref-type="fig"}).

![Representative photographs of the actual surgical incision (a) and the healed incision (b) in a 53-year-old female patient who had been diagnosed with a recurrent cystic mass in whom a computer-assisted three-dimensional reconstruction technique was used to plan the most appropriate surgical incision in advance of the actual surgery. The colour version of this figure is available at: <http://imr.sagepub.com>.](10.1177_0300060519828510-fig3){#fig3-0300060519828510}

This study was approved by the ethics committee of the West China Hospital, Sichuan University, Chengdu, Sichuan Province, China. The patient provided written informed consent.

Discussion {#sec3-0300060519828510}
==========

With the development of computer-assisted surgical planning, hepatobiliary surgery has started to enter a phase of precision surgery. A precise operation is dependent upon an accurate preoperative evaluation and the development of a precise surgical plan to allow for meticulous manipulation with minimal invasion. Three-dimensional reconstruction techniques provide a powerful tool for the development of precision surgery.^[@bibr6-0300060519828510],[@bibr7-0300060519828510]^

Repeated abdominal surgery usually leads to intra-abdominal organ adhesion, which changes the normal visceral anatomy and peritoneal cavity, so surgeons often find this a challenge especially when there is also a thin abdominal wall.^[@bibr8-0300060519828510],[@bibr9-0300060519828510]^ How to choose a good incision point in patients with a history of repeated abdominal surgery remains a challenge for experienced surgeons. Three-dimensional reconstruction modelling was introduced to facilitate the development of individualized preoperative surgical planning. By using a three-dimensional reconstruction technique, the visceral anatomy and abdominal wall status can be evaluated in advance of the surgery and preoperative abdominal incision planning can be precisely made.

Traditional abdominal imaging is limited to two-dimensional images, which means that the surgeon has to be able to imagine the three-dimensional anatomical relationship of the abdominal organs,^[@bibr10-0300060519828510][@bibr11-0300060519828510]--[@bibr12-0300060519828510]^but subjectivity and low accuracy makes it difficult to evaluate lesion invasion and to select the most appropriate surgical approach. With the development of digital medical technology, three-dimensional reconstruction techniques have been widely used in the preoperative evaluation of patients with benign and malignant hepatic tumours and intrahepatic bile duct stones, achieving good results.^[@bibr13-0300060519828510],[@bibr14-0300060519828510]^Using three-dimensional reconstruction, the surgeon can accurately construct a three-dimensional model of the abdominal organs using a computer. It provides details of the location, size and volume of the abdominal mass and its spatial relationship with vascular structures, which allows surgeons to optimize their surgical plans and to undertake virtual surgery. In this current case, three-dimensional reconstruction was used to reconstruct the size and location of the abdominal mass in relation to the weak area of the abdominal wall on the computer in advance of the actual operation. This technique allowed for a precise surgical incision that avoided postoperative incisional hernia formation.

Although three-dimensional imaging has achieved incremental progress in precise preoperative and intraoperative surgical planning beyond conventional two-dimensional imaging, certain limitations should be pointed out.^[@bibr15-0300060519828510],[@bibr16-0300060519828510]^ Three-dimensional imaging is based on two-dimensional imaging, thus, improved two-dimensional imaging resolution will significantly increase the accuracy of these three-dimensional models.^[@bibr11-0300060519828510],[@bibr17-0300060519828510]^However, the current level of accuracy rendered by these three-dimensional imaging models appears to be associated with some limitations when compared with the actual tissues observed during surgery.^[@bibr18-0300060519828510]^ Another limitation is the time used to produce a single three-dimensional model, which is approximately 3--4 hours.^[@bibr16-0300060519828510],[@bibr19-0300060519828510],[@bibr20-0300060519828510]^ Research is constantly working on a number of initiatives that will likely improve the efficiency of three-dimensional model reconstruction.

In conclusion, this case report has described the successful surgical treatment of a female patient with multiple previous abdominal surgeries using three-dimensional imaging for preoperative surgical incision planning. The use of digital three-dimensional reconstruction technology can improve the accuracy of surgery and achieve good therapeutic results.
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